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g R E g A 0 S 
rruriag the last decade study of Mfferentiabl© Manifolds 
with indefinite metric has attracted the Mathematicians pairfely 
because of its ele^^noe and partly because of its applications 
in aeneral Relativity and Relatlvistic ihysics* 
Pseudo Riemannian Manifolds have been the subject of 
study since the time of £lie Oartan* It was only t^ter the 
work of Bognar (191f6) and others on indefinite iimer product 
spaces, and the pressing need of putting the general Relativity 
theory on a more sound mathematical ground that the work on 
pseudo Riemannian Manifolds and in particular on Lorentz Mani-
fold got an empetus* 
I'he present dissertation comprises four chapters of which 
Chapter I is introductory and gives brief resume of the results 
on the theory of Iseudo Riemannian Manifolds and submanifolds 
with indefinite metric which are of relevance in our subsequent 
chapters* 
Chapter II deals Hith linstein Hypersurfaces of indefinite 
space form* A submanifold M of differentiable manifold U, 
is called hypersurface if it is of oodimeneion one, and is 
called Binstein if Rioci tensor S is multiple of metric tensor 
g* Mostly the results in this chapter are due to Martin, 
i i i 
A» Magid (cf# 1X6] t W}» [18])» 'She Qreometsj of hypersur-
^ (T*- *• 
faces depends on tlxe shape operator and therefore the different 
possi^ilitiea of the shape operator are discussed« Specially 
HB have discussed indefinite hypersurfac^ «rlth shape operator 
2 2 ? 
A a 0 and A =* -b Id» where b is noa sjero real eonstant, 
Xn Ohapter XXX^ Indefinite Hypersurfaoe of l^orentz spaoe 
form have been studied* She loain results in this chapter are 
due to Martin A* Magid [19]» in irhioh he has studied special 
Classes of parallel submanifolds in Uq^ Lorentz sj^ce of 
. . ^ ^ . (X, ^ X , ^ .n HS. BucleaxL space o. . ^ ^ . 
(2# m-2)« Also we-h%Ts classified mablical subnaaiifold as 
well as isometric iismereion sj -—" ^ , R J — — ^ 
with para3.1el seooiid fundsaental form* 
In Ohapter I?> Hullity distribution of indefinite Inmer** 
sion have been studied* fhe main results in this chapter are 
due to 3Eineteu Abe and Martin Magid [l], where they have 
investigated the relative nullity distribution of an indefinite 
Riemaimiaa manifold ieometrioally immersed into an indefinite 
space form* It has been noted that this distribution is 
totally geodesio and give rise to a Rioatti type differential 
equation along the geodesic in a leaf* 
CHAPTER*! 
IK T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
In this chapter, to make the dissertation self con-
tained we describe some results in the geometry of Rieman-
nian manifolds which are relevent to the discussion in the 
forth coming chapters* 
1 •I^Structures on Manifolds 
Let M be a smooth manifold and p G M * A scalar 
product gp{„on degenerate, symmetric bilinear form) of 
index (^  on tangent space T„(M) which also depends diffe-
P 
rent iab ly on M ^ i . e . , 
i s a tensor of type (0 ,2 ) . The corresponding tensor f ield 
g i s called the metric tensor. 
Definition 1.1.1 t l e t (M,g) be Riemannian manifold* The 
index C/ of g on M Is the largest integer^i.e#>the dimen-
sion of subspace N cM on which g|N is Negative def in i te . 
Definition 1.1«2 t Smooth manifold M equipped with metric 
tensor g defined above is called Pseudo Riemannian manifold 
( Indef in i te Riemannian manifold). 
Mow> if C/e It and n ^  2, then (M,g)- is called 
tozentz Manifold* 
Definition 1#1#3 t Let X be a tangent vector on M. Then 
i) X is space like If gCx^X) > 0 ? 
li) X is time like if g(X,X) < 0 , 
iii) X is null vector if g(x,X) « 0, X ^ 0 -
The set of all null vectors in T (M), p € M, Is called a 
null cone at p« 
Definition 1»1»4 I The metric g is said to be nondegenerate 
if 
g(X»V) m 0 ma> X « 0« 
/ 
for a l l non*2ero Y* 
Definition 1.1»5 8 A subspace S ©^  T (M) i s said to be 
nondegenerate (degenerate) if the res t r i c t ion of g to S 
i s nondegenerate (degenerate). Now we have the foilowtng 
characterizat ion for the plane to be non-ctegenerate« 
Lemma 1«1#1 i If «{XtV}> is a basis of plane P i . e . 
(two dimensional subspace of tangent space) then P i s 
nondegenerate iff 
g(x,X) g(Y,Y) • g(x»Y)^ 4 0 • 
Pxooft Let ^ be a fixed vector# 
^ a ox + py ? 
consider an arbi t rary vector Z a xX + yif in the plane P# 
Then P is nondegenrate if 
g{ ,Z) » 0 ^ 2 « > e 0 ^ 
0 « g( ,Z) « g(aX+pY, xX+yY) 
»|ag(X %h Pg(Y,x) j X + {ag(X,Y)+pg(Y»Y) ^ y^ 
where « and y are arbi trary . 
This implies that 
ag(X^) + pg(Y»X) « 0 , 
ag(X,y) • ^g(Y,Y) « 0 . 
These equations would have solution o « o» p = o iff 
g(X X) gCY,Y) - g(X*Y)^f«0 , 
Definition 1«1»6 i For non-degenerate plane P» the sectional 
curvature K(P) is defined by 
<R(X,Y) YpX> 
g(X X) g(Y,Y) -g(X,Y)^ ^ 
Where \Xii\ i s a basis of plane P. The definit ion becomes 
meaningless if the plane P is degenerate* 
Definition 1.1.7 s Let (Mtg) be an n-dimensional Pseudo 
Riec^nnlan manifold with connection Df then the Rlccl tensor 
S of M i s defined by 
where ej^»»*«ie^ Is an orthonormal frame of TX(M) and 
g(e^ ,e j ) « ff|^Syr <?! « + 1^ 
Definition 1»1»8 t Let M be aifiindefinite Riemannian mani-
fo ld . M i s said to be Einstein if the Ricci tensor S is 
mult iple of metric tensor g defined bafore. 
Definition 1»1»9 5 Let M be dlfferentiable manifold of evfen 
dimension. An almost complex structure on M is a tensor , 
f i e ld J of type (1^1) such that J X » --X for each vector 
f i e l d X on M ^ i#e* , 3r « - I d , 
An almost complex manifold is a pair (MtJ) where M 
i s a C**-manifold and J is an almost complex «trwcture on M« 
On almost complex manifold there always ei^ist a Rieman-
nian metric g consistent with almost complex structure J» 
i«e# i t sa t i s f ies the condition* 
g(ax, Si) e gCXtY), X^ V C X (M)» 
by vi r tue of which g Is called a Hermitian metric* 
Definition 1»1»10 t Let ^ be the Riemannian connection on 
an almost complex manifold (M,J) with metric g such that 
V J a 0 , i«e# f Z i s para l le l 
Then M is called a Kaehler manifold. 
! • 2» Space forms 5 
Let (Mtg) be Hiemannian manifold* The curvature 
tensor R of M is given by 
R(XtY)Z « VjjVyZ - VyVxZ - "^[j^ yj 2 ^ 
Where "xZ is Riemannian connection, I # ] denote the l i e 
bracket . 
Definition 1.2*1 { The sectiomt curvature of the plane 
(by plane v/e mean 2-dlmQnsional subspace of tangent space) 
determined by orthonormai vectors X»Y, is defined 
K(X»Y) = g (R(XtY) Y^X) . 
If at each point the sectional curvature function turns out 
to be constant Ct then M is said to be Real Space Form 
and in which case Hiemannian cur/ature function admits the 
simple fona 
R ( X , Y ) Z « c £g(Y,Z)X - g(X,2)Y3 . 
tn case of Kaehlex laanifoldt (XtJXJ turns out to be an 
orthonormal frame for every unit vector X, and therefore, 
generate a plane. The sectional curvature K(X,JX) Is 
denoted by H(X) and is called Holomorphic sectional 
curvature* 
If Holofliorphic sectional curvature H{X) is constant 
a t every point m eU^ then M is said to be space of cons-
tant HoXoiaorphlc sectional curvature* 
Oefinition l»2»2 j A Kaehler manifold of constant holomor-
phic sectional curvatsire is called Coraolex Space form, 
Pefinition 1*2,3 i In case of complex space for© Rlemannian 
curvature tensor is given by 
R(X,Y)Z « f CgCY,2)X^CX,Z)y4g <jy,2)JX 
- g(JX,Z)J? * 2gCx,jy) JZ] 
for XfYtZ tangent to W. 
l«3*SubBianifolds s 
To study the geoiaetry of manifold» socjetimes i t becomes 
raore convenient to f i rs t eca^ ed i t into a manifold of which 
geometry is knovm and then watch the geometry which is induced 
on i t . In fact the classical study of geoisetry started with 
theory of omsves aad surfaces ia E (i.e. eaibedtd ia Br)* 
fhlQ s-^rengthens the view that the study of smhmanifolds is 
a l)asio branch of geometz^. 
Xiet f be a differentiable siap f ^rm manif o M H into 
manifold 1, and let the dimension of H and H be n and 
m. If at eaoh point p of H. (f.)^ Is «n».one (i.e. if 
ranlsLf » n), then f is oalled an iiamersion of M into !• p 
If f is an iimersion and if moreover f is one«-one 
map i.e. f(p) ^ t{q) for p j^  q then f is oaHed an 
embedding of M into 1* 
If an n^dimensional differentiable manifold M admits 
an immersion f t M — — > 1 into an a-dimensloaal differen-
tiable manifold !• then M is said to be a submanifold of 
i« Naturally n 4 m» 
If 1 is a Eiemazmian manifold, the Biemaanian metric 
g of i induces a Riemannian metric (which we denote by ^e 
same letter g) on H given by 
g(f^X,f*f) «g(X,t) / 
where f^  is the Jacobian map of f^  and which indicates 
that the geQmet3?y of M also depends on immersion* 
Per every point P fi H, the tangent space 1^(8) of 
admits the following decomposition 
§ 
^f(p) <^)»TpM®TpM 
where ^„(^) i s tangent space of M a t p and T M i s 
orthogonal coaQjieraent of T M In T^/ \(1) Gonsisting of 
a l l vectors norinal to M, 
We denote by v « U T M^  the normal bundle of M 
peM ^ 
via the immersion f* 
The Eieinannian connection v of ^ induces canorsically 
± 
the connection v snd 's^ on M and in normal bundle 
respect ively, governed by the Gauss and VVienaarten formuJa viz 
_- 1 
where X, Y are vector fields on M and N e ^  and h 
^ are second fundamental forms related by 
g(h(X»Y),N) ^ g(AjjX,Y) , 
The curvature tensor corresponding to the connection 
^ , ^ and ^ are denoted by R» R and R respectively and we 
have th<j following celeberated equation due to Gauss, Caddazi 
and Rict i f.6j« 
fCXpYgZ.W) « R(X,Y,2,W)-g(h(X,W),hCY,Z)) ^gChCX,2),h(Y,W)) 
t R(X,V)23 « (^x^)(Yf2) - C^yh) iX^Z) , 
9 
R (X,Y^,N«) a R (X,Y,N,N*) - gilfi^, A^,] (X), Y) , 
where [I(X,Y)z3 (Janotes the noriftal component of S(X,Y)Z 
I-
and (V^h)(Y,Z) = {^jjh)(Y,2) - h(V^Y,2) - h(Y,V^2) • 
Looking Into the equations, we observe that we can 
classify the submanifolds putting condition on h . 
Definition 1*3«1 : A submanifold for which the second funda-
BientaJ form h is zero identically Is called a t o t a l l y 
qeq<^e,^ ^c subiaanifold* 
Definition 1.3.2 s The submanifold U is called to t a l ly 
urablical if i t s second fundamental form h sa t i s f i e s 
hCx^Y) « g (X.Y) H , 
1 
where H * ^  (trace h)« is called mean curvature vector field. 
Definition 1.3.3 t The submanifold M is called minimal 
if the mean curvature vector H vanishes identically^ ie'^ H « 0 
We have the result. 
^rODoaition 1*3.1 s A totally umblical submanifold M in 
a space S of constant curvature c is also of constant 
curvature. 
10 
Defini^tion 1#3#4 t i e t M be a subinanifoJLd of an indefinite 
Eieisannian iianifold i (i^e^ M admits an immersion 
f I (M^g) —-> CStg))« If M is of codimension om$ then M 
i s cal led in Hypersurface of H. 
The set of basic formulas for sutmanifold ares 
wheret X attid Y are vector fields on M and v a noraal 
vector f ield to M« 
{i) i s called Gauss's formula and (11) i s called weigarten*8 
formula f 
In case of Hjrpersurface M, ( i l ) takes a simple form 
V ^ ^ « * ArX Since ^ x ^ ** ^ * 
A t TM ——> TM and Is symmetric on each T (M) with respect 
to metric on T-CM), p € M» and Is called Shape Operator* 
Gauss equation for a hypersurface in a space form S(c) 
s t a tes that 
where R i s the curvature tansor of the hypersurfacep ~^ a local 
u n i t normal and A the shape operator of isometric immersion* 
11 
In Geoiaetry one comes across the problem of reducing 
a pair of quadratic forms with arbitrary signatures to a 
canonical form over the field of real numbers under the 
assumption that one of these form Is nondegenerate and this 
Is done In what Is known as the Principal axes theorem* 
\'^ Principal Axes Theorems Given a tensor a ^ In R'* with 
definite metric g^j there exist r mutually orthogonal 
vectors >^ (a»lf*«*»r} such that a y admits the represen-
ts t Ion < 
"" .i .J a«4 «* £ K \ ^i where Q„ are Invariant and IJ cp»i a « ff « 
r Is the rank of matrix Ca^j] -
The vectors ?v* eccurlng In above theoremt are called 
the Principal axes of the tensor ajj* 
t-Remark t The above theorem need not be true for an lindeflnlte 
metric ^/j • 
Let us consider two quadcatie fonos In R " . P . g ^ x V 
and Q a a^j X x^ with real cofflclents and Ig^l i* 0. To 
determine elgen vectors l»e« principal axes of d|. defined 
by (a^^j - ^ ^ j ^ ' ^ *• ^ » ®"® '®^®* consider the roots of the 
equation Uj^j - A ^ \ « 0. Roots may be complex for an 
Indefinite g^ j^ • 
12 
For the real matrix A « G* JT » [af] t where G « [g^^] 
and T « t^jfj^t the Hamllton-Cayiey Theorem (Shlrkov [ 3i ] 
pp. 174-9» Klein [ 3 ^ ] pp 385*93) shows that real transfer-
raation to new coordinates x* can reduce both forms P and 
k k 
Q to sum of k forms ^ i . e . , P « I P|» Q =» E Q^ where P^ 
and Q| contain only the variable x** (j » j ^ J2'***'^i^* 
If the matrices of the forms P^ and Qg are denoted by 
G s and T s respectively* then the characteristic equation 
Of the matrix A « G^  • Ts is ( A - A )^ ** e 0* 
In Other words, i t is possible to choose new basis 
vector. ^ i . c P A l eo that 
G* 
A* 
G* H 
I 
A* H 
I 
G* H 
A* 
T 
n k 
T* 
T» ni 
w 
"k 
where G*„ » T*^ and A* are square matrices of order 
'^ i "i '^ i 
i3 
Let us consider the case when the charactexstic roots 
are realy using only real transformation we reduce matrices 
A*„ to the Jordon canonical form ([ 3i ] pp» 180-5 and 
"i 
[ 33 3 pp. 60-61) 
• 
'^ i 
•^^ 
B. S I 
B 
L 
S i 
w 
•; J^aX 
l i S £ » l i j ^ 
Bsst 
^1 i 
Ai 
1 
A . 
Where B^ if of order S^ • 
Xt is now possible to define matrices Q^ and T^ ^ • 
Zt may be assumed without loss of generality that A^ is 
the leading submatrix in A and contains only two submateices 
Bg.« This means there are two invariant vectors of order 
m^ and m^ where raj* m2 » n^t m^ < ii^ # corresponding to 
the characteristic equation (A • 7^^ « 0# 
14 
For matrix A-, we obtain 
1*1 
.JT (1.4.1) aj /\^  » \^i^'^^^^f^^i{h^lf***h^9i$S^U'**9nj)^ 
Where A j^  «» 0 for h « !# m^ 1 and A^ ^ = 1 otherwise 
Since '^jj =* Sj . 
Then a^ ^^  « A^ g^j -¥ ^ j g^ j^^^. As the tensor g^j and 
a^4 are symmetric, A^ g* J.J^ «« 4^ g^ j^|^. Hence 
.«1 
r ' 
p < 
r 
a|^  ' ' ' - ' ' amj^  
r » 
r -I 
f 
t / 
r ' 
t c 
f • 
f ' 
* t 
^ 1 
^ 1 » • ' " ' ' Pmg 
Within each elementary vector corresponding to an elementary 
Jordon Submatrix, transformation are possible which leave 
15 
relation (1.4.1) invariant. These indlude non-singular 
transformation which replace the coefficients a^t P^ for 
1 > 1 and ^ (ial>.*»»iQ) by zero (Petrove [3^] pp.41-42) 
Since a^ j^ * ^^ ik^  ^^y * *^ ^ matrices of the forms g^ jX x** 
and a^j can be reduced to the form 
^ i^j^  
^ J B i 
G. 
\ -
h] 
I I 
a 
T s s 
to-i 1 
u 
> 
liH U 
where « ± 1 . 
When the characteristic roots ^ are real by means of a 
real transformatic^. 
iua 
1 #5 • Foliation and Leavesi 
Definition s t e t M be n-dimensional c'*manlfold# A codlmen-» 
sion q# C^*foXlation of M (o ^ q jC n# o ^ r ^ *») i s a 
family "J «(L^« o A] consisting of arcWise connected su)>-
se t of M, called leaves with the following propertiest 
1) Lg n L^i « 0 if a |i a* 
' aeA a 
ill) Every point in M has a local coordinate system 
(U,y) of class C^ such that, for each Leaf L^, 
the arcwise connected components U H t are 
described by 
x"-*! . co„stant,....x" - constant »here x^x^,....*" 
denote the local coordinate in the system (UtV^). 
In particular every leaf of is an (n*^) dimensional 
submanifold of M# 
D4flnition * Distribution is an assignment which to every 
point of manifold associates a subspace of a tangent space 
at that point. 
CHAPTER-II 
EINSTEIN HYPERSURFAGES OF INDEFINHE SPACE FORMS 
In submanifold theory geometrically most interesting is 
the study of submanifolds of codimension one (called Hypersur-
faces) • In particular* we are interested in the hy^rsurfaces 
of indefinite Riemannian manifolds of constant curvatures. 
Since the Geometry of hypersurfaces mostly depend on the shape 
operator (the Weingartan map), in the first section of this 
chapter we study the possible forms of the shape operators* 
Most of the results, assembeled in this chapter are due to Magid 
([161,^17],[18]). 
2*1. Shape Operators! 
Let PP^Hc) be the n+1 dimensional indefinite Rieman-
nian manifold of constant curvature ^ and M be the hyper-
surface of fk* In case M is Einstein hypersurfacef ]Fid.lkow 
[lO] has classified all such hypersurfaces under the restric-
tion that the shape operators are diagonalizable* The most 
general result for the possible forms of the shape operator 
is the following 
Theorem 2.1.1 i Let n > 2, if f t M " >^ lA^^^^ is an 
isometric immersion of an n-»dimensional indefinite Riemannian 
n 
manifold in (n+l) dimensional space form of constant curva* 
,n ture C and if M i s Einstein* then the shape operator 
Ajj at each point x M is either diagonalizable or can be 
put into one of the following two forms 
Ax 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 + 1 
0 0 
A . -
0 p 
- ^ 0 
0 p 
6 0 
vjith respect to some specially chosen basis* In the last 
case n i s even and TX(M") has signature (nj2, n |2 ) . 
Prooft If Q^9**^9^j^ i s an orthonromal basis of TX(M) SO 
that g ie^feA « o-j^  6~ijf 0j. o + i , then Ricci tensor field 
S of manifold M with linear connection is defined as 
18 
n S(X,Y) m I a. g(R(e.,X) Y, e J 
Since M" l8 Einstein hypersurface, S(X,y) 
put <" t^'^ > «i Y • we get 
^ t P- C(n-l)]l » [(tr A) A - A ]^ 
or T C ? - e(n-l)] l « (tr A) A - A^  
(2.1.1) 
?g(x,Y), 
(2) 
According to petrove [23] a syrametric operator in an indefinite 
inner product space can be put into the following form 
A a 
B, 
Bt 
where 
C, 
m 
B . -
h "^ i **i 
0 dj, Ai 
li Ai 
d^«+ 1 
Pi «^ "i "^ «i 
y 
19 
"i "J 
•*J " j 
"} 
I 
0 
^5 
«i 
0 
1 
i 
0 
0 
I 
«J 
•^J 
J^ 
«i 
^ j fC 0 ana Cj is 2t j X 2t j 
One computes that 
A^f ^:^l, ^ 
B; 
J 
A 2 i 
0' 
' '0 
2 A* i '0*«*••»*•• «0 
1 
2Ai 
'A' 
2 2 c^-^j 2ajp^ 2a^ 
.2 n 2 
2^ J 0 
* ^ / j ^SH *^J 2aj 0 i 0 
0 0 ^^^^ 2«jpj 2oj 2pj 1 
Letting k «« T( P- ?(n*l)) we must have 
kl « (tr A) A - A^  
It Is dear from the form of B? C? that 8j j^ 2 "tj i i 
80 that A has blocks of the form 
Cl^ i] or ^ih "JI „\;«J ^ , , 0 d 
'sh '^k "k 
with squares i4l or P 2% 
J 
or 
J 
«k"^k 2«k^k 
By change of basis ( I » ^ ) — > (-^ » ^) we can have blocks 
of the form 
•"' " \ i ;] \ or «k ^k 
-^k H 
With trace A « S, the equation SA -^ SA » kl 
yields 
S - 2Xj = 0 ^ SPv - 2afc P k '^k 
Sl^ i -^f « k , S V > J « k'^  S«k- «k * Pk « ^ ^ 
2 i 
If there are any blocks with a ' s Qi^ i  p ' s , p, ^ 0 so that 
we have s | 2 - A j ^ S|2 = a^, for each j 8^  |c* Thus a l l 
9^4*5 ^ «lj*s are equal* I t i s then clear tha t a l l pj^'s 
are equal* The equations became 
(3) S * 2A«« 0 ; S - 2a a 0 , 
(4) Sl*i • t*i « Jt ^ SA- A^ « k ^ S« - a^ + P^ « k , 
Subsituting (3) in (4) we have 
2ti^ - ^i^ » k , ^ ta kf a^ + p ^ «» k . 
Since }^m a and p i^  0 there can be blocks with a*3 or 
blocks with V ® ^^^ ^^^ both. In either case we have 
i^i«|(SiVs2«4k2) , 
i f k « > ? , 1*1^  « S|2. If k e a^+ p^ , s^- t^*^ ^ < 0 "^^ J^ 
there are no l*£*s« 
If there i s block with a A # then A« ^|2 and n^ « Sl2 
for each i# If p I s the number of ji 's which appear in A 
and 2q the nuimfoer of •» , 
5 « PH ^  2q A « p( S |2) + 2q ( S |2) 
Thus s ( l -p |2 -q) « o, but p'i* 2q 2 3 so s » o . One 
poss ib i l i ty for A then is 
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0 + 1 
0 0 
0 + 1 
0 0 
If there is block v^th a p, there are no other types of 
blocks* Since a s |2 we again see that «> o and 
R -
0 
-0 0 
0 
0 
Q*E*0* 
We give the following examples to demonstrate the 
shape opera tors which a r e not diagendKQctble* 
2 
Example 1 j Consider 1^ 
iimnersion* 
»2n 
^ R ^ ^ with the following 
(xj^»..#»X2n.i»X2„) — > (xj+ x^f X3+ X4»»»»X2^»i+ ^an* 
2..A ^2 Xj^-Xgf.iXgjj^X-Xgjjf Xj|+36,.X2n) , 
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w&tft t^0 Standard inner product (•»f*«#«-» ^ »•••» 't-) with 
n negative signs* The shape operator i s 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
a t each point* 
Example 2 t CS^H ) « { ( Z i ^ ' ^ V l ^ ^ c"^^:Zf •*•—+Z^i » 1J 
in g r[.£ has shape operator 
0 1 
-1 0 
0 1 
- 1 0 
a t each point 
AS a direct consequence of theorem 2«1«1 we have the 
following corollaryi 
Corollary 2 . i» l t If F t M' ,2n i s an isometric and 0) 
immersion of an Einstein manifold and if Ax i s not diagona* 
ll^aMe at each point* Then A « 0 everywhere or A ^ •b^I 
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everywhere, for b; nonzero constant* 
As a consec^ence of Theorem 2»1«1 we observe that for 
indefinite Einstein Hypersurfaces either shape operator is 
2 2 2 diagonalizable or has the form A « 0, A » -b !• A Fialkow 
has completely classified the hypersurfaces with diagonalizable 
shape operator* 
In the following «ection we study indefinite Einstein 
2 2 2 
hypersurfaces in which either A « 0 or A « -b !• 
o 
2»2» Indefinite Hypersurfaces with A « 0 
For eve.TT dimensional Indefinite Einstein hypersurfaces 
we have the following lesult. 
Theorem 2*2*1 : If f 8 M^" > M ^ ^ is an isossetric immer-
8ion of an Einstein manifold with A^ = 0, rank Ajj« n for 
all X e M ^ , then Ker A i« a smooth integrable, totally 
geodesic and totally degenerate n-dimenslonal distribution 
on M* 
Proofi Choose Uj^ »***»Uj^  at p such that AU^ 4 0 and 
Uj^,***,Uj^ are linearly independent* Then in a neighbourhood 
of p, AMj 4 0, since AAU^ m 0, AUj^»*.*,AU^ form a basis 
for Ker A in a neighbourhood of p and Ker A is smooth 
4f^ 
ifdimensionaX dlstr lbutlont 
If XfY ^ Ker At we have by Codazzi equation that 
A(VXY) - ACVyX) « 0 , A [X,Y] « 0 , 
and Ker A is integrable* 
2 
It is easy to see that A - 0» rank A » n« implies 
that Ker A » im A* 
If U»V 6 T X ( M ) , <AU,AV> e <A^,V> « 0 so that Ker A 
i s t o t a l l y degenerate i»e«^has no metric* 
Finally if X#YGKer A, then 
^ jjY ^  Ker A, <Y,AU> « 0 so 
X <Y,AU> a <VxY»AU> ^ <ff\JyifiiJ)> 
« <X/x t^AU> + <^f\I^{POi)> + <Y,A [UX]> 
Since AX w AY a 0 , thus AC^ y^Y) ^ U for a l l U or^d 
Ai\l ^) = 0 . 
Q*E*D* 
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Vile know that for a symmetric operator A on a vector 
2 
space V with nondegenerate inner product < f > f i f A^O, 
wc- can find a basis i\*^i»**••*%•%• ^1»****S^ °^ ^ 
with respect to which 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 
Here QJ^$ e^  are light likSf <ejL»®j^  " " ^ij ®"^  
<Ejj» E > ^^iSiji an<l 3ii other inner products are zero. 
Furthermore i t is also known that if ratio of the rank of A 
to the dimension of V i s a$ larga as possible then p « 0 
and the basis satisfies Aej^  « 0 and Ae^  « e^. In such 
case is even dimensional and has signature {ntn)t then 
we have tht following lemmai 
Lemma 2»2#1 ; If f t fi^" ——> ^ ^ ^ is an isometric immer-
2 
slon with A » 0 and MCA) « n^ then there are vector fields 
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^l$»**9^j^ defined in a neighbourhood of any point of M 
such that (e^^te^) « 0 - (AOj^ t f^^) ^{he^t ©i) « - S^A* 
Theorem 2.2,2 t If f t H^^ >^ N^"*^ i« an isometric 
- ^ ^ — ^ n ^c) 
On 
iiranersion of U^ into a space form of constant curvature C 
o 
with A « 0 and ^ ( A ) B n then the Kernel of A i s an 
in tegrabie , totally isotropic and para l le l n-dimensional d i s t r i -
bution on M* 
Proof! From Theorem 2.2.1 i t fallows that K(A) i s in teg-
r a b l e , t o t a l ly geodesic and to ta l ly isotropic (namely to t a l ly 
degenerate). A to ta l ly geodesic dis tr ibut ion S is one where 
V ^Y e S i f X,Y e S 
To prove that Kernel A is parallel we must show that 
^ yX g Ker A if X G Ker A and U G TM or equivalently, 
that 
A(VyX) « 0 if AX = 0. 
In order to do t h i s , l e t x € M and choose vector fields in 
a neighbourhood of Xf ^^x*****%* ^®l**'**^®n^ ®^ '^^  
Lemma 2 . 2 . I . 
Consider Codazzi's equation with t^ ^ and tsi l<i t J i n . 
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TKC-; Inner product of both sides of this equation with 
AOjj gives 
(Vg Ae^, Aej^ ) « (v^ Ae^# Ae^) (2«2.2) 
i J 
Since A » Ofd^oting Ae^ by e^* j a !»••• ,n and 
D 
defining P the Christoffel symbols, as usual we have 
B C 
n k k 
®i J k«l i j ^ ' i j * ^ 
k k 
then (2*2»2) becomes P « p , K i , 1,k<n . (2.2«2«) 
i j * j i« 
Because the connection in M i s metric 
e|^(Aejt Aep « 0 « ( v ^ Ae^, Ae,p 
+ (Ae^f Ve^ '^ ^k^ 
so that 
k j 
p + p » 0 , l < i # j f k < n (2.aA' 
ij» ik* ^ -
/ / ' 
Combining (2.2«2») and (2.2»2'») we see that P a 0 ^ 
1 < i » j , k i n . 
•-» if 
In fact 
k k 1 i J j J 
p o P « - n m ^ \-i s s P e p a . - p 
ij» j i« j k ' kj» kl» 'lk« i, i j» 
The fact that the Kernel of A i s to t a l ly geodesic gives 
p^ ^ a 0 . Thus p^ o O for B B i,«,,^ntl*f*««tn* j 
1 ^ j , k i n . This means that Kernel of A i s para l le l , 
Q*£.D. 
AS an immediate consequence of above theorem we have the 
followingi 
Corollary 2 .2 ,1 s Let n > 1. If f i M "^ > N^"^^ is 
On 
an isometric immersion of M^ into space form of constant 
2 
curvature C with A « 0 and rank A « n» then C a 0. 
Remark i In the above corollary the restriction n > 1 cannot 
be removed because Graves and Nomizo [12] constructed an 
2 
example of Lorentz surface M|^  isometrically immersed in 
3 2 
\ With A satisfying A « 0 and rank (A) = n. 
In Eucledian spaces with Indefinite inner product the 
converse of Theorem 2«2«2 is also true as exhibited Mi the 
following ; 
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rheorero 2.2,3 s ' Let f j ^ " -—> R ^ ^ be an isometric 
immersion with rank A « n* Then Kernel A Is an integrable, 
t o t a l l y isotropict para l le l distr ibution on f^ iff A = 0 , 
In the end of th is section we give some exaisple of 
Indefinite Einstein hypersurfaces with A « 0 and !):\(A) « n . 
Example 3* B-scroll over a null curve in R | (iorentz 3 -
space with signature {-, 4- ^) *) [13J . 
Consider a null curve x(s) in R | so that 
{-a|LSL- ^ ^ \ ) as 0« Consider cartan framed null curve 
^ A ( S ) # B ( S ) , C{B)] such that 
ACS) , B(S) are null i ( c ( s ) , C(s))« 1, 
{ A ( S ) , B ( S ) ) XI - 1 and a l l other inner products are zero^ 
along xCs)* and Frenet equation of the derivatives of A(S)^ 
B ( S ) ^ C(S} oPcmq x(s) have the form 
A(s) , dx(s) ds 
ds ^ « M^) C(s) , 
^ ^ m k./s) ACS) + k2(s) 0(8) . 
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The surface f(U,s) o x(s) + UB(s) is called B-Scroll over 
the null curve x{s). 
It is Lorentz and is flat iff \i^(s) «= 0» In this case 
0 -kgCs) 
A « 
0 0 
With respect to 4-gjj , "§$ P wh®^ © unit normal "<J:(U,s) « C(s)^ 
V A « 0 iff k2(s) i s constant. If k 2 ^ 1 i the surface i s 
given by 
3 3 2 
6VT- IT" 6fr fT ^^* 'fT fr ' 
Graves calls this* the B-scroll over null cubic. 
3* Indefinite Einstein Hvoexsurface A^« «|:^ I^d 
In the previous sections we have discussed the Einstein 
hypersurfaces in indefinite space form whose shape operators 
are nilpotent* In this last section we consider the remaining 
class of Einstein hypersurfaces of indefinite space form, 
namely those whose shape operators satisfy A « -b^d where 
b is real constant. 
To start with we define the complex spheres C $"( 9) 
by 
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Using halonosKv theorem of Ambrose and singer [12] i t i s not 
d i f f i cu l t to see C " « |g[g*^^*^^ and that G ** is an 
ji)t)i£ducible symmetric space* 
Let M be the hypersurface of indefinite space form 
The tangent bundle TM of M as well as g* and (C) 
A can be complexified to yield TBT, g^v^and A^, for exacapie 
Vx+iY ^ ^ ^ ^ ' « V ^ - VyV + iCVyU +v^V) ^ 
We have the following proposition whose proof is immediate. 
Proposition 2.3#1 J If 2t W and W» are in T*r then 
g » V ^ ancl A satisfy 
i) \ ? | W • V § Z a [Z,W] , 
i i ) Zg (^W,W») « g ^ ( v | W,W») + g^(W,v| W») ^  
i i i ) v | (A%) - A ^ ( v | W) « ^ 1 (A'^Z) - AHSJ^ Z) ^ 
c c 
so that sj is torsion free and metric and A satisfies 
the codazzi Equation* 
Proposition 2«3,2 8 M^ be isometrically immersed as a 
? 2 hypersurface in an indefinite space formt if A » *-b Id and 
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b 9^  o« then A is paraXlel* 
i£SM,i P^ rom Proposition 2.3*2 i t follows that* i f A^ s» -b%d> 
b f^  Of then we can find a basis of T (M) a t every point 
p M with respect to which 
0 b 
-b 0 
0 b 
-b 0 
i n order to show that A is paral le l we need a smooth frame 
in the neighbourhood of p e M with respect to wfliich A has 
above form* 
A has exactly two eigen value + l b | they show that we 
can find a smooth basis Sz^$^*0$Z^ 1 of ib eigen space 
1^ « .[Z t AZ « ibzlf in the nbd# of p e M. 
Writing ^1 " ^j **" ^ ^ 1 * ^ S, U S S ^* ^® ®®® tha t 
AZj ss ibZj means 
AXj - -bYj , 
AYJ a hXi ^ 
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Again following [54-] we soe that 
Since there are two principal curvatures and Rayon[243 l^ as 
shown that these are not only Integrable but are also parallel 
Thus comparing real and imaginary parts of the equation 
A C V ^ ^ Z^) « ib ^ 2 ^ ZJ^  
A ( V 7 Zj.) m^ AZj^ ^ 
it direclty foliowc that V A « 0, l»e., A is parallel 
Q«£.D. 
2n On the hypersurface M we define an almost complex 
s t ructure J by set t ing J «» (-f-*) A# then i t is easy to 
verify gCJX^jy) « -g{X#y) 
Now we have the following Lemma 
t.emma ^ »3»1 i An indefinite Riemannian manifold with a 
complex structure J, satisfying V J « 0 and gCJX^JY) « •gCXjV 
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V^ as R(X,JX) a 0 If X ^ 3 t (M) . 
Proof8 I'lxst It Is noted that 
J*R(Xty) = R(X,Y)*J because J(^j^y) « Vj^(J Y) , 
it is also true that 
R (X,Y) « -R(JX» JY) , 
In fact 
g(R(X,Y)V,U) a g(R(U,V)Y,X) 
o-g(JH(U,v)YrJX) 
w*g(U,V)JY, JX) 
«-g(R(JX^jy)VtU) 
V. U,V,X,Y in X (M) this gives 
R(X,Y) « - R(JX JY) , 
R(X^X) « - R(JX» A ) 
w R (JX X) 
e - R(X» JX) 
2R (X JX) « 0 « > RCX,JX) a 0 V- X 6. X^^) 
The main theorem of this section is 
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On 
Theorem ^ •2*1 t Let M , n > 1 be siiqply connected hyper-
surfac#» of an Indefinite space form of constant curvature C» 
If A^ « -b^I, b then C « b^ or -b^ and M^ '^ a C " (-^) 
or C "(-^J* 
Proof: Let '^ be a un i t normal t o M and R be the curva-
t u r e tensor of M, the Gaun equation i s 
R ( X , Y ) B C ( X A Y ) 4- <^ »^> (AX A AY) 
« C(X A Y) + < ^ # ^ > b^ (JX A JY) 
(IS J w ("«g-) A ; 
Where X A Y i 3t(M) >^ 0 ^ ( M ) and i s defined by 
(X A y)2 « g(YtZ)X - g(X Z) Y. 
By Lemca 9tc»3*l 
R (X, JX) H 0 , 
«a> c(X A JX) + <^ »^> b^ (JX A J^x) « 0 5 
C(X A JX) - <^ , ^> b^ (JX A X) » 0 , 
C(X A JX) 4- < ^ ,^> b^ (X A JX) « 0 , 
(C + <^ »^> b^) (X A JX) » 0 
Therefore C « - <'F # ^ > t | ^ 0 ^ 
'^ 7 ^1 
i f < ^ J ^ > e - 1 > C » b^ ^ 
2 
<^ , ^ > a 1 , C a - b / 
We see then that MjJ^  Isometrically immersed in 
S^JIti (il''>) ^2« R(X,JX) m b^ {X A Y ) - b (^JX A JY) and 
when M^ isometrically immersed in H^^ ( l /b) has 
R<XyJX) m -b^{x A Y) - b (^JX A JY)* Furthermore^slnce 
T s'^ is homeomv"^ rphic to Cg^, the fundamental group of 
C S*** is given by i?j^ (C S**) « 0 for n > ! • i . e . , C s''* 
is simply connected* Hence» by a result (cf. [26]9 ch«9t P* 170) 
M^ ''- is isometric to C s'^ (i/b) or Cs'^Ci/b). 
Q.E.D. 
CHAPTER-III 
INDEFINITE HYPERSURFACE OF LORENTZ SPACE FORM 
After having studied the Einstein hypersurfaces of Inde-
finite space forait the next step would be to study general 
hypersurfaces of indefinite space forms. However, as a step 
between the two stipulate an additional condition on the am-
bient manifold to be a Lorentz space form* Thus in this chapter 
we assemble some results on indefinite hypersurfaces of torentz 
space form* 
The basic results are due to Magid (cf* [19]) 
^•^* Structure of the Shape Qperatort 
In this section we state some basic results about inde-
finite Riemannian submanifolds of indefinite Rlemannian manifold* 
These itnclude an indefinite version of the result of Allendoerfer 
and Erbacher (cf* [7]) for reducing the co-dimension of an iso-
metric immersion with parallel second fundamental form 
W h " ®^ "^** ^^ improved version of Petrov*s Canonical form 
for syiranetrlc transformation of Lorentz space. 
Lemma 3*1«1 J If f i M — > U is an isometric immersion of 
one indefinite Riemannian manifold into another with parallel 
second fundamental form, then 
i) The mean curvature vector is parallel i.e* ^- m o. 
3& 
i l ) The |i!^t normal space N (x), x € M are \j parallel. 
i-
N'(X) «(N**(X)} where N^ Cx) » { T £ N(x)i A^* ©j, 
The following Theorem gives the reduction in co-dimension 
of an isometric immersion with parallel second fundamantal form* 
Theorem 3»1.1 t Let f t MJ — > R? be an isometric inmersion 
of an indefinite Riemannian manifold with signature ( i , n-i) 
into M^* Xf the first normal spaces are parallelf then there 
exist a complete in^k) dimensional totally geodesic submani-
fold M* of I^ 
(where n « dim M and k « dim N ) such that f(M) C M . 
The following Theorem is essentially a version of Moore's 
Theorem (cf• [21]) on product of isometric immersion In indefinite 
casof which follows directly from the last theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.2 t tet M be an indefinite Riemannian product 
M- X Mg. If f 8 M ——> R? be an Isometric immersion with 
h(XtY) « 0 whenever x £ Tx{Mj^ ) and y e TxCMg) then 
'^i *>o 
fj^ X f2t Mj^  X Mg — > Rf * ^1 "^<* ^^^^ ^i ®^ ^^ 
isometric immersion. 
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Now we state the following algebraic result which is 
important for analysing the structure of the shape operators. 
Theorem 3.1.3 i Let V be a real n<*dimensional vector space 
equipped with a Lorentlian metric and let A be linear trans-
formation of V which is symmetric with respect to this metric. 
Then A can be put into one of the following four forms with 
respect to base.s whose inner products are given by G* 
"X 
>-
> . 
>- yx 
G 
1 
7-t 
^n->1-a 
> 
0 
0 
0 
> 
I 
1 
0 
7-
> , 
"% n-3 
G 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
+1 
-1 
L>. 
ifi'l 
n 
These will be 3:ef erred to as the case where there are 
i) Simple real eigen values 
ii) non simple eigen value of Railtiple 2 
iii) non simple eigen value of multiple 3 
or 
iv) is a complex eigen value* 
Now we state the following proposition to see that what 
form Lorentzian symmetric matrix takes if it commutes with 
one of the four standard Lorentzlan syimetric matrices. 
Proposition 3»1*1 t Let A and B be square matrices which 
are symmetric with respect to a Lorent-.^ian inner product. 
If with respect to pseudo orthonormal basis 
7^ 
0 
1 
K 
> , \ 
7-1, 
L '^^ s 
and B conmiutes with At then 
H b C j L - - Cfc^ 
0 U 0 
B = ij 
•k. 
' i j 
L 
°ij 
where dj[j i s k^ x k^  
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Proposition 3*1*2 s Let A and B be square matrices 
which are symmetric with respect to a Lorentzian inner 
product* If wil^ respect to pseudo orthonormal basis 
>- 0 1 
0 > 0 
0 1 > 
>-I k. 
^ l ^ k , 
1 
^ s ^ K s 
and B commutes with Ay then 
it 3 
I* 
0 
0 
0 
« 
* 
0 
b Cj 
JA 0 
kA+1 
e 
0 
2 ••** ^k«+l 
• • • * 
0 
'ij 
V « • • • • O 
0 •« *•• G 
*ij 
d s 
where dfl is ^ ^ ^^^ 
Proposition 3»1*3 t Let A and B be square matrices which 
are synmietric with respect to Lorentz inner product* If with 
respect to an orthonormal basis 
a 
all 
^i\ 
f^' 
r,^ k 
s 
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and B commutes with A» then 
B « 
' « 
>s 
•ijj 
where dL is kr x toe 
After having stated some algebraic results above, we are 
now in a position to state the main classification theorem 
concerning totally umbilical isometric Inmersion 
M •> R ; f MJ >^ Rj^^® with 
parallel second fundamental form and some special cases thereof. 
..Oamsn 3.Xa . RP, aonotoo p^o»o„sXo„al ^ « „o space 
With the metric ( • ) whose canonical form is 
•I 
^p-i~j 
4S 
where Ij^  i s the k x k identity matrix and O4 is J x j 
zero matrix* The metric is nondegenerate iff j a o in 
vsrhich case we write R | • 
Theorem 3*1«4 J If f I MJ -—> RJ is an isometric immer-
sion and there is globally defined normal vector 4^ ©^ ^ N 
such that 
i) N is everywhere non-zero 
i i ) v N a 0 
i l i ) Aji « (Md» 1^  0 
then f(Mj) is contained inside 
H^j- ( ^ ) if < N,N > < 0 ^ 
and Ud^l 1 ; ^^  < M,N > « 0. . 
As a direct consequence of above theorem we have 
Corollary 3*l«i * If t| is the mean curvature vectort then 
f (M4) is iimnersed minimally in s|*^ or H|"J 
^3«2# gnhfwan4#r>Xc| With Parallel second fundaiaentaj forai 
In the following section we study the ipimersion with 
parallel second fundamental foim in ©ndefinite Eucledian 
space« 
Lemma 3«2*1 s Suppose f t f^  ——> R^ g^ * s^ ^^ isometric 
immersion* If p t R?*"^  ® ——> Rj** is projection onto the 
first n+k co-ordinates. Then p o f t MJ — > R?"^  is an 
isometric immersion* 
Proof t Choose x^  in M and let U be a co-ordinate 
neighborhood of x^ with co-ordinates (x% x >*«*«tX )* 
Let f(x^x^M«-tX*^) « (f^f f^f...,f"*^ l \ . . . , f) 
where the metric vanishes in the last s co-ordinates, clearly 
gi-Af , - 4 ; ) « (f« - 4 F , f« - ^ ) f i3>ejcu3i>^ ^ 
dx^  dx® dx^ dx" ^ 
•f- is isometric immersion 
» ( (pof)* - ^ (pofL- '^ ) 
dx^ dx 
Q«E«D* 
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Lemma 3«2.2 t Let f t MJ > R^^f'^ be an Isometric 
immersion with parallel second fundamental form* 
If f(x^,*..*x") « if^i^**ft^^, i\*..» f) locally* then 
^ dxJ dx*^  ual ji dx^ dx*^  dx 
n V v2 p 
v=l jk dx^ dx* 
Proofi If f has para l le l secor«d fundamental foxmt *hen 
^ \ h(X,Y) « h(V|^fV} + hCX.Vijy) 
I f p i s projection onto l a s t s co<*ordinates, then 
V 2 P 0 hCx,Y) a p o hCVgXtY) i- p o hCX,^^^) , 
Replacing X»Y#Z by —% # —^ and - ^ respectlvelyt 
yields the lemma» since i t is well known 
*• 4^ i. « d/dx^ f ^ C - ^ ) , ( D i s f l a t connection 
dxJ dx^ dx^ \ 
on Rj^^ J 
'^•'P%. Q.E.D. 
AB 
We have the following classification Theorem which is more 
general than Theorem 3»1«4» 
Theorem 3*X*i * Let F s MJ ——> R? be a complete wmblical 
immersion* Assume the mean curvature vector T} |^  o so that 
f i s not totally geodesic# 
i) If < i1#n> > 0 then f(M) C ^l d H^^ 
i i ) If < ?JtT} > < 0 then f(m) C HJ c B^l 
i i i ) If < n^r\> m 0 then M « Rg and f(M) (^ RJ^J; 
as an umblic* 
Proofs P If < n^n > 4 0^ then by Theorem 3.1*1 there is 
an RJ*"^  or R^J into which M^  is isometrically immersed 
depending on the sign of < n^n >, This mapping is umbilical 
and by Corollary 3»1»1 
f(M) CL S^ CZ Rf ^  
or f(M) C: Hg C RJ i^ 
i l ) If < ntH > « 0, the image of J^ is in R^l* By 
Lemma 3»2*1, f s MJ —> RJ is an isometric immersion so 
that MJ « I^* 
<?v> 
Leiania 3»2,2 allow us to determine al l such that 
we have 
d ? d x f V - °-ai ^ *^ -;^ ^ 
dx' 
Now 
M , « f l i d i s i i i ! ! di (x^«>#»»ii")% 
dK^  dx^ dx^ dx^ dx^ 
dx 
dx* dx^ dx* dx** 
« (0|^**»fOf•••^i^l^^) 
Thus 
dx* dx 
/since f«(V:.y»„4 
dx 
si f# 5/5jji - ^ ) « ^ / . 
since f 10 urablical, then 
dx d)r dx dx^ 
i t follows eas i ly that J? i s of the desired foim» 
Q*E«D* 
We now prove some Lemmas* 
Lemma 3«2,3 i Let f t R? — > ^ be an isometric immersion 
: : : ; r p a „ n e X .eco„a ^ n l e n t a l 1 ™ . If (x^ x") Is 
global co"*ordinate system with \/^i dj « Of i>j « l««««nf 
then h(d|^i S^) is global para l le l normal f ields 
Proof J By definition 
V2^(X,Y) a Vz^(X,V) -.h(^2^*Y) -hCXtV^V) «» 0 
replacing X,Y,2 by b^$ djt dj^  respectively we have 
1 
since V 5 i ^j *= ® ) 
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w hich shows that hCdi^idj) is global parallel normal field* 
3«2.4 I Let f : M? — > R® be an isometric iiwnersiori. 
If global normal field N is parallel with respect to the 
normal connectiont then /^  commutes with A >- for all 
normal vector r • 
Proof 8 We have Rlccl equation 
Rlx,y,N,-^) m R(X,Y,II,^ ) - I g (f%. A^3(X),Y) 
Since U i s para l le l then 
J. -L 1 ± ^ 
R (XtY,N) « V X V Y ^ " ^ Y V X * * ^ " ^ [ X , Y 3 ^ ' ' ^ 
Which implies that 
i A T ] ( X ) , Y ) « 0 1^  X,Y . 
Now the metric g is non-degenerate on M, we get 
[ Aj^ f A-c ] (X) e O 
or 
or 
^ A-r(X) - A ^ Aj^ Cx) 
Aj^  A -^ « A ^ Aj^  ^ 
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This shows that A^ commutes with A for a l l nonaal 
vector -r • 
Q*E*D« 
yje have the following c lass i f icat ion theorem concerned 
with isoi&etric imiaersion R? — > K^^ with para l le l second 
fundamental form* 
Theorem 3«2.2 j If f t R*^  > Rj[**^  is an isometric 
immersion with paral le l second fundamental form, then i t has 
t r i v i a l normal connection^l.e.^ R H-0 • 
Proofs In order to show that f has t r i v i a l normal connec-
tionf i t i s sufficient to show ^ a t for any two normal vector 
and ^ A and A ctfuimttes , 
By Lemma 3#2.3 and Lemma 3.2»4 if V i s in f i r s t 
normal space N (x)» then by definition A^ coramutes with 
every other shape operator. 
On the other hand if f 6 N^Cx), then A p = 0 by 
defini t ion and kp commutes with every other shape operator. 
I f n i t r i c res t r ic ted to the f i r s t normal space is non-
degeneratet th is is sufficient ^cause the normal space equals 
to N°(x) ® Nj^(x). 
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I f metric resteleted to N (x) i s degenerate* then 
N**Cx) + N^(x) is not the ent i re normal space* In th is 
case there exis t a unique l igh t like vector ^ in 
N^(x) Pi N®(x). Choosing a l igh t like vector S with <^ S t S ^ l 
we see that N.(x)t N (x) and ^ span the normal space. 
Since Ag coiamutes with i t se l f # i t i s clear that a l l shape 
operator coiaaute* 
^ernaa 3«2#5 $ If N i s global para l le l normal vector f ield 
associated to an isometr^.c immersion of RJ with para l l e l 
second fundamental form then 1%, has constant entr ies with 
respect to a f l a t co-ordinate system on R*** 
Proof ! Let {x §***$x^) be global co«*ordinate system such 
thai; V A . ^4 *• 0 9 i i i» J 1 n» Since the immersion has 
(V 2^) (XfY) a 0 therefore 
" ^ ^ i ^ l j ^ ^ 1 * ••••*" ^ ^ i ^ n j ^ *n 
Therefore b^ %^ ^ ^ ^ ^*J»k» 
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To classify isometric immersions with para l le l second 
fundamental form from R£ fel^jOvRg • ^^ ®^ necessary to 
2 4 4 
determine those from H i to Rj^  or R2 • 
For t h i s we give the following exmaple. 
3 
Example t B-Scroll over the null cubic in R£» 
In R? take a null curve x(s) with null frame 
A(s)f B(s)» C(s) such that 
x(s) « A(S) 
( A ( S ) , A ( S ) ) a (B(s)t 3(s)) « ( A ( S ) , C ( S ) ) « (B(s) , C(8)) » 0 
and (c (8 ) , C(s)) « 1 
( A ( S ) , B ( 3 ) ) n 1 
If these sat isfy the following system of equations 
A(S) « kj^is) A(S) + kgCs) C(s) 
B(8) « kj^(s) B(s) 
C(s) « - kgCs) B(s) 
then fi(U fS) » x(s) + U B(S) IS Lorenti surface in R, 
called a B scroll over x(s) 
If ]i^= 0 and ^ 2 — ^  ^^®" 
A s 0 and the curve is called null cubic C (cf» [5])« 
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In th is case wo have B scro l l over null cubic C 
3»2*6 J If f J •> RI or Rlxt* j a ©»1 i s 
'5 > ! ' 
an isometric immersion with para l le l second fundamental form 
and the mean curvature vector t) » Ot then the f i r s t normal 
space has dimension leos than two* 
Proof; Assumef that the f i r s t normal space i s of two diraen-
8ion» and l e t Vj^t ^ j ®^ ^" orthonormal basis of N ( x ) . 
Using Theorem 3«l«3t put k-c into the appropriate canonical 
T 1 
form* Thus 
d O O l _ 0 p 2 
^ i " »• o -a^ °^ «• o o-^  '^^  L^ o 3 ' 
Since A-r coiYimutes with Ar » i t i s of the form 
S2 U 
b 0 
0 - b 
r. 
or 
0 
0 
b 
0 
r 
or 
0 ^' 
A calculation of h ort the basis of Tx(m) shows that the 
f i r s t normal spaces are a t most one dimensional* 
Q*E*D* 
Mow we s ta te the following theorem which i s the main resul t 
of th i s sect ion* 
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A Theorem 3*2.3 I If f t R£ — > Rj Is an isometric immer-
sion with parallel second fundamental formt then upto a 
rigid motion, f has one of the following formi 
i) f is totally geodesic , 
ii) f is product of one dimensional maps 
iii) f I R^ — > R| C ^1 s^ a B-scroll over the null 
cubic C* 
CHAPTER-IV 
mmiit DISTRIBUTION OF INDEFINITE Ii«MERSION 
Klnetsu and Majid [ l ] have defined a dis tr ibut ion called 
the nu l l i ty dis tr ibut ion and using i t s properties they have 
developed the geometry of submanifolds of indefini te space 
forms. In th i s chapter we give a de ta i l account of the i r 
s tudy. I t has also been noted that these dis t r ibut iens give 
r i s e to a Rica t t i type of different ia l equations along the geotij 
desic in a leaf, very naturally* Unfortunately we cannot 
report much on the behaviour of the solutions of these differen-
t i a l equations because this i s yet an open question* 
^•^« MMM I^y P^stjgibyl^ioi^si 
In this section we define and study the basic properties 
of Nullity distributions. 
Definitidi^ 4*1»1 t If f i J^ —•> S is an isometric immer-
sion, we define relative nullity space at x 6 M, T^ 'Cx) 
T®(x) «^XeTx(M) J A-c X = 0 y- r ^NCx)} 
The orthogonal complement (T (x)) in Tx(M) is denoted 
by T^(x). 
The following results give the alternative discription 
of the nullity distribution. 
Proposition 4.1.1 J T°(x) »»{^ X €• Tx(M)8 h(X,Y) « o W ^ TX(M)J 
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Prooft I t i s obvious since (h(X,Y),T) « (A-ZX,Y) 
¥ XJYG Txdn) 
Proposition 4*1.2i T^(x) • Span {A-^Y } for T € N(x) 
and Y €^  Tx(in) • 
Proofs Given any - ^ e N C x ) , Y e Tx(m) and X e T®(x) 
< X, A^Y > « o so A-^YeT^(x) . 
Now suppose Z<^Tx(m) sa t is f ied 
< Z, A-^ Y > a o V - fe N(x) and Y e Tx(in) . 
Then Z ^T°(x) 
««> h(Y,Z) » o By Proposition (4.1.1) 
V. y,Z ^  T®(x) 
oa> [Span { A - C Y } J CI t®{x) so that 
[Span S ^ A - ^ Y } ] O T^(X) . 
Q*E*D. 
Definition 4.1.2 t The dimension v(x) of T^ 'Cx) is called 
the relative nullity of the immersion at x. The minimum 
value of V(x) on M is called the index of relative nullity 
and is denoted by VQ. 
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If the Index of relative nullity is constant, then we have 
the following basic result* 
Theorem 4.1.1 t Assume that 1 is space form and let G 
denote the set of points in M where v(x) « v^Cx)* Then 
1) G is an open subset of M ^  
2) X — . > T**(x}» x e G is a differentiable and invalutive 
distribution in G^ 
3) The foliation T® is totally geodesic in M and 
4) each leaf of T^ is immersed as totally geodesic sub* 
manifold of M* 
Definition 4«1»3 t The distribution is said to be complementary 
in a neighbourhood of y(t)| tB [a»b)f (where y(t) is 
geodesic in a leaf of T*^ ) if T*^ (x) 9^  T®(x) aTx(m)» 
If at a fixed point y(o), T**(y(o)) is nondegenerate 
then T°(x) is nondegenerate for all points x near y(o)» 
Along geodesic y(t) in a leaf of T*^ , T**(y(t)) remains 
nondegenerate since T®(y(t)) is parallel along geodesic * 
In this case 
T^(x)« T^(x), 
If T°(y(o)) is degenerate we use the following procedure . 
At y(o)t we choose pseudo orthonormal basis 
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^Lj^(o)M»»ft3j(o)^EjL(o),..*,Ey .j.(o)} of T®(yo) 
and 
e[^(o)M.,,I,j,(o)^F3^{o),.*.,F„^ .y (o)} of T^(y(o)) 
$0 t^at 
< Lj^ (o)# tj(o) > ta 0 « < Lj^(o),E|j(o)> ** <^(o),F {o)> 
and 
Ejj(o) and F (o) form an orthonormal set. Adding 
the set ^ Lj^C ©),#?• ,£,jp(o)Tf so that'each t^ Co) Is perpen-
dicular to £^(o} and Fj^(o)t < L^(o)^ lAo) > m o and 
A 
< ij^Co), i jCo) ) « - <f|^j. 
Definition 4.1«4 s In the neighborhood^ of y(t)f we let 
Q be the projection defined by the decomposition 
Tx(m) «T**(x) + /(x) 
Q I Tx(m) >^ T^(x) (4a.4) 
Definition 4«1»5 t For any Y 6 T** and X e. T M 
we define 
CyX e - Q (VjjY) (4*1.5) 
C, is called co-nulllty operator* 
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Now we 0ive the following technical lemma» 
temma 4*1>1 : Let C and Q be defined by (4.1*4) and 
( 4 . 1 , 5 ) . If Y i s in T® and U and V are in T M 
then 
I) Q (VyU) « Q Cvy^QU)) , 
i i i ) h (U,V) m h (QU,V); 
iv) C i s a tensor . 
Proof J The proof of ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) i s t r i v i a l . 
Therefore we sha l l only give the proof of par t (iw)* 
I t i s suff icient to show that 
C0y « 0 CyU for 0 $ M > R . 
Now 
C0yU « - Q (^y(0Y))t [by definit ion ] 
« - Q ((U5^ ) Y + 0 (VyY)), (V i s connection m T P I j 
- Q ( 0 ( V y Y ) ) t (s ince U0 € a 
0 (-Q(VyY)) 
0 (CyU), (^ by definition ) 
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This shows that C • i s tensor 
Q«E«D« 
Next VIC define connection In IT and obtain its 
properties , 
Definition 4»i.6 t Connection <:7^  in T^  is defined by 
^ ' V *«Q ( xji)p (4.1.6) 
U e T M ^ 
Using connection ^' we differentiate C» 
(V'yCy) X m V'y (CyX) - Cy ( V 'y ^ ) . 
Now 
^'y CyX • Q ^ 7y CyX) , (by definition of y ' 
«• - Q ^ y V x ^ ^ • { ^^ ^ ®^ - ®^ ^*] • 
Similarly 
-Cy ( V ^ ) - Q ^"^yyX^^ • 
Combining both terms, gives 
VV^^^^ - CyeC^ 'yX) « -Q(R(Y,X) Y + V x V Y^  ^^^^Y 
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Next we claim that 
Q ( V ^ vy y) « Cy (CyX) 
In fact 
CyCCyX) « CyC-QVjjY) = - ^^CyX ^^9 [^^ definition of C 
*• Q ^^Q(V Y) ^^* f^^ definition of c ) . 
Cy(CyX) « Q ( V ^ ^Y Y) [ by Lemma (4.1.1) 
I f Y i s an extension of tangent vectors y^ along a geode-
s i c in T®t then 
^ 7 ^ y ) X « Q(R(X>Y)Y) + C^ X (4 .1 .6 ' ) 
The following jpesult re la tes the completeness of M** 
with the geodesic completeness of the leaves of nu l l i ty 
dis tr ibut ion* 
Theorem 4.1.2 t If f x M" > U^^ (C) i s an isometric 
immersion and M** is complete then the re la t ive nu l l i ty 
fol ia t ion i s geodasically complete. 
Lemma 4.1.2 t For any Z in T„ (M) there exist Z^ e. T„^(M) 
/a *• ' t 
a £ t < b such that Zg « 2 and 
V ' t <^Zt^ + ^f (^h^ ^ 0 for a < t < b . 
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Moreover* Z^ can be extended dlfferentiably to t « b« 
Here ^ 7'^ stands for "^' • 
4.2 , Leaves of Nullity Distributiont 
In this section we obtain the condition under which 
geodesically complete hypersurface of connected Lorent zian 
space form is totally geodesic* It has been observed that 
the index of nullity plays an important role in this result* 
Equation (4«1«6*) is an equation of Ricatti type and can 
be expressed as 
aCi 
where 
at' '^ 
c (t)= 
U \,%) ^ f,\Zi 
c\jU) 
cF^(t) 
°w*> 
D^p,(t) 
(4.2*1) 
and K(t) « C < Y,y > !„* 
We start with 
Lemma 4.2*1 t The set of vectors <£x,C2^(X),*#*,Cy -l^^V} 
forms a v^ frame in T^(x) for X{^ o)^T^(x)* 
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Proof; Let a X + a^ Cj^ Cx) +•••+ a^ ^^C^ -i^^) « 0 
Then o,C,(X) +•••+ a„ «iC„ .(X) « 0^,^, + 4. « v (X) 
where we denote C^ « Cy (ial,.»#^Vo-l) for simplicity* 
Let Yj^ t«.»tYy - i W * **^  (VQ-I) linearly independent 
'o 
^Oi space l ike vectors in T (x) such that span {Yi t ' - ' tYy ^1} 
i s posit ive <jtefinite* 
^«lYi ^ • ' • * ^ - l y v ^ - l ^ ^ ^ » - « (X) . 
Hence - o is r ea l eigenvalue of C„ y **"•••«« - i V v - i 
1 1 0 ^ '*o 
ffIY* 4" • • • • 'i* cL. ^2 Yy ^J "» 0 
tm> a- «3 • • • • s 3 f l L ^ « « 0 and a « o . 
o 
Q«E*0» 
The following are the main r e s u l t s . 
Theorem 4.2 .1 t Let MJ be a geodesically complete connected 
subraanifold of ?Aj*'^ (C)t C > o» If the index of re la t ive 
n u l l i t y Vp > V^ then &§ i s to ta l ly geodesic in Sj^^ic) 
and VQ a n» 
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Lemcaa 4«2,2 t Let (») be a symmetric bilinear foiia on n-v^ 
dimensional vector space V 0adr R with signature (m|,Bi2 > 
iBg) if m^4 1&2 ^'^'^ ^ ' ^ "*^^ ^ ®^ syroiaetric linear 
operator with respect to ( » )• Then T has a real eigen 
value* 
Notei A syimaetric bilinear form of signature (mj^ t ^2* ^3) 
has m2^(-l)*s, m2(+l)'s and in-^'s in the canonical form 
Lemma 4«2»3 s Let f t be an isometric immer-
sion between two Lorentlzan raanifolds, where SJ^^ (C) is 
Lorent^ian space form of positive curvature C* If the Ricci 
curvattire S of ^ satisfies S(X»x) > (n»l) C < X,X > 
for a l l space like vectors, then h(x,Y) is positive semi 
definite or Lorent zian* 
Now define 
.2 K (X,y) « t < A^  X,Y > on T (^X) . 
jsal J 
LemiBa 4*2»4 ? If T (^x) is positive defenite than K 
restricted to I^ Cx) is positive definite. 
Esaofj K(X,Y) « I < A? X,X > 
J«l "* 
p 
j« l ^ -^  
.:-7 
I f K(XtX) afe 0 than A^ X « 0 for j o l , . * , , p . Since 
T^(x) « T^(x) « span^AjY } i s positive defini te • 
»«> X 6 T°(x} n T^(x), therefore X « 0 , Hence K is 
posit ive defini te• 
Q.E.D* 
Lemma 4«2#5 t If T^(x) i s positive definite then ( » ) 
i s posit ive definite on T^(x)* 
Prooft For non-zero CG T^(x)p i^ '^ ^(efe) ** ""i since thili 
implies < ete > ^ 0* Thus the form ( » ) i s the sum of 
a posit ive semi definite form and a posit ive definite form* 
Q*E.D. 
Ip,emma 4«2»6 t If T (x) i s degenerate subspace with respect 
to < , >. then h 18 positive semi de£lnlte on T^M for 
dim T'^(X) > 1 . 
?xooit T (x) i s positive semi definite subspace with respect 
to < , >, by hypothesis. If there exis t e G T^(x) with 
h(e»e} « - 1 , then < e»e > « ©• By Lemma 4*2«3t there exis t 
g G T^(x) such that h(gtg) « i and h(e,g) « 0» 
By hypothusts we have < g,g > > o and < e»g > » o. 
For a l l t R < g + t e , gfte > a < g,g > > o^ but 
fco 
S(X,Y) « h(X,Y) 4. cCn-1) < X»Y > 
for convenlencGt put c{n-l) « 7 
(gfte, gt-te) » h(gi"te, g^te) + 7< g*-te, g*-te > 
« h (g^g) +h(te te^ gfte) + 2h(g»te) 
+ 7 [<gtg> + t^ <e,e> + 2 <g,te>3 
a h {g,g) -t^ •»• Z<g$g> 
« 1 - t 4- "^<g,g> > X<gig> , 
This is a contradiction* 
Q«E»D« 
Leiama 4»2.7 1 If T^ Cx) is degenerate subspace with respect 
to < , > and if dim T (^x) > 1, then K is positive semi 
definite on T (^x) and for some YeT^(x)f K(YtY) > 0. 
Lemma 4»2»8 s If MJ 3S a hypersurface in J^^  (C)t T 
i s torentizian and n-v^ > 2, then the signature (raj^ tmgtfflg) 
of ( t ) has m2 > nij|^ * 
Collecting al l these lemmas now we are in position to 
state the following fundamental result of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.2.2 j Let f t MJ >^ SJ^ PCO be an isometric 
immersion between two Lorenttian manifolds where llfP(C) is 
'>9 
the Lorentzian space form of positive curvature C« Suppose 
that the Ricci curvature 5 on M? satisfies 
S (X,X) I (n-i) C <X»X> for all space like vectors X. 
i) if T®(x) is Lorentzian for some x e.Qf then the 
index of relative nullity is either 0 or t). 
ii) If T°(x) is degenrate for soias X G G * then the 
index of relative nullity is 0, 1, n«l or n* 
iii) If T®(x) is Riemannian for all x e G and if p » 1, 
then index of relative nullity is 0, n-2, n-1 or n# 
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